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Homemade Rhythm Band
Materials see activity for ideas

What to do 1.  Supply the music area with a variety of household items and challenge the

children to create their own instruments. Encourage the children to discover

as many ways as they can to create “music” with the items.

2.  Items could include boxes, wooden spoons, spoons in various sizes,

aluminum pie pans, large wide-tooth combs, plastic cups in various sizes, and

so on.

3.  Provide empty paper towel tubes. Cover one end with strips of masking tape,

let children fill them with various small items, and seal the other end. The

sound will change depending on the size and shape of the items. Be sure to

seal the ends well.

w Anne Slanina, Slippery Rock, PA

I’ve Got the Music in Me!
Materials several small table easels

tape recorder and blank tapes

record player and CD player

instruments (cymbals, guitar, maracas, tambourine, xylophone, jingle bells, and

rhythm sticks)

hats and headbands

oversize shirts

play microphones

music books

What to do 1.  Show the children a variety of instruments and let them experiment with

them. Demonstrate how to play each instrument for the children.

2.  Place the instruments in an accessible area. Set up the table easels and put

the music books or music sheets on them. Put the hats, headbands, and

shirts in the dress-up area.

3.  Encourage the children to dress up and form small bands. While the clothes

don’t make the musician, it’s more fun to dress up for these special activities.
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4.  Encourage the children to use the music books and sheet music and pretend

to play what is on them.

5.  Play records or CDs of different types of music and encourage the children to

join in!

6.  Let them record themselves playing various instruments. Give each child a

blank cassette tape. Make sure the children identify the instrument they are

playing before recording the music. For example, “This is Mario and I’m going

to play the maracas now.”

7.  Let the children use the play microphones for impromptu concerts as they

sing along with the musicians.

8.  Sing songs that everyone knows and encourage the children to play along

on the instruments. Record it and play it back for the children. Play, sing,

dance, record, listen and have fun!

Related book Emmet Otter’s Jug-Band Christmas by Russell Hoban

w Virginia Jean Herrod, Columbia, SC

Lions and Lambs
Materials paper plates

markers

scissors

orange yarn

cotton balls

fake fur

glue

masking tape

construction paper

What to do 1.  Make lamb and lion paper plate masks as shown in the illustration. Use a

marker to draw faces on paper plates. Give one to each child.

2.  Encourage the children to color their plates. Help them cut out the eyes.

Provide yarn and cotton balls for them to glue to their masks.

3.  Teach them the saying, “March comes in like a lion and goes out like a lamb.”

Explain that this means the month of March starts out very wintry (windy

and cold), and ends more spring-like (warmer and calm).

4.  Play the game “lambs and lions.” Half of the children are lambs and the other

half are lions. Place tape on floor to mark the starting point. When you say,

“Go,” the lambs cross the base (tape) and the lions try to tag them. If a child

is tagged, he is out. Play the game as many times as desired.


